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Q Can you tell us about yourself? 

I am South African immigrant and for the last 15 
years, I own Jamon Jamon Paella on Portabello 
market.  I am also a semi full-time dad and don’t 
take life too seriously. 

Q How did you hear about 
Mutual Aid Food Willesden? 

When the whole COVID thing kicked off, we 
joined Kilburn/Brondesbury Mutual Aid offering 
help with any food aid group and as a big van 
driver.  Having started by delivering to 
Compassion Kitchen, I met Julia & Dione when 
redistributing food and it evolved from there.   

Q Have you noticed any changes as a result of Covid-19 lockdown? 

Hardly any traffic on the streets. People seem to be speaking to each other more and spending more 
time in those conversations which is good.  Things which used to be easy to do like banking and 
shopping are now a massive pain in the arse.  My kids have become more mental because they don’t 
have the opportunity to socialise with other kids.  It’s difficult to spend so much time with one family 
when you are used to going out and about. As a family that has been and still is a big transition… 

People say hello now instead of walking past fast. People are walking more slowly.  And I have 
more time to notice it now.   

You can still get £1 a bowl fresh fruit on the street no matter what is happening. 

Businesses are getting more clever. For example, with Portabello Market closing for hot food 
stalls, Jamon Jamon Paella now cooks out of an address on Thursdays which you can collect and 
deliver out of.  It is doing better than the 50-60 portions as week I thought it would be.  On the 
first day we sold 200 portions through word of mouth.  That really touched me, the local support. 

Being able to galvanise a community through WhatsApp is phenomenal. I don’t know what people 
would have done unless other people helped…. potentially starved and died.  Just for the 
practicalities of shopping!  At the end of my road there’s a guy with stage 4 lung cancer who can’t 
go out. And that’s just the one I know about. There are 100s of people. I would have shuddered to 
think what would have happened without mutual aid groups.  It’s heartening to see total strangers 
helping their neighbours. 

Q Can you tell us how you’re involved helping provide essential aid? 

I bring in supplies for Mutual Aid Food Willesden, collecting donations or big shops.  When 
requested by MAFW, I go shopping at cash and carries and deliver it to the food hub.  I have trade 
discounts, I have the time and the big van.   

Q Are there any stories that you could share? 

One of the first drops from cash and carry, both my kids (5 and 2.5 years old) came as in high vis 
jackets and were carrying tins of tuna very intently which made everyone smile. 

I was in the cash and carry with 4 MAFW trolleys when someone tapped me on the shoulder and 
said, “Hey brother do you want a pallet of 1.5 kilos of white flour?” I wasn’t sure whether it was 
needed so I as frantically trying to message back and forth with MAFW.   By the time I heard back, 
there was only 10-20 packs left. Within 5 minutes the whole pallet was decimated!  I started to 
load my trolley and the same guy tapped me on the shoulder and said, “You can only take 2 
packets at a time.” What a sign of the times…  

Q How would you sum up the value of Mutual Aid Food Willesden? 

What Mutual Aid Food Willesden is doing is without price.  I had no idea how many people were 
dependent and couldn’t buy food for themselves.  And when you have all these people locked 
away, the council is in disarray, how are you going to get food to people?  I had no idea that 
level of need existed in the UK, in a middle-class suburb of London! Coming from South Africa 
you it stares you in the face every day but not here.   ” 
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